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Plastic pins
Size - 17cm x 25, 50, 100, 500
Colour - Black
Used to secure weedmat, polythene, frostcloth and other 
textiles into the ground.
Made in New Zealand from recycled PP

Steel Staples
Size - 13cm x 20, 25, 50, 200
Size - 23cm x 20, 200
Made from 3.15mm diameter Galvanised steel, these are ideal 
for securing weedmat, polythene, frostcloth or other textiles into 
the ground. Can also be used to hold irrigation pipline in place.

Windbreak Polyclips
Quantity - 25, 50, 100, 500
Colour - Black, UV stabilised
Used to install most windbreaks and light shadecloths onto 
wires or frames. Can be used as temporary eyelets on plastics 
& fabrics. Made in New Zealand

Windbreak R clip
Quantity - each, 100
Colour - Black, UV stabilised
Used to install most windbreaks and light shadecloths onto 
wires or frames. 

Sail shackles
CFLEX 24mm Shackle (120kg load)
CFLEX 37mm Shackle (200kg load)
Sold in packets of 100
Colour - Black, Nylon, UV stabilised
Used in the marine industry, also widely used to secure Wind-
breaks, Shadecloths, Birdnets and other horticultural textiles. 
Wire diameter will determine which clip is best suited to your 
application. Made in New Zealand
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Nail Plates
Quantity - 50, 500
Galvanised steel
Used to secure plastic film, shadecloth or windbreak fabrics onto 
timber.

Cable clip lock
Size - 3.15mm (yellow), 6mm (white), 7.5mm (blue), 10mm (brown), 
12mm (green)
Length - 0.5m
Made from UPVC in NZ
Used to attached plastic films, shadecloth, windbreak, birdnet or hail-
net to cable / wire structures.

Apex film lockstrip
Insert - 3m, PVC
Base - 4m, Aluminium
Used to fix greenhouse film and lightweight nettings, windbreaks or 
shadecloths. 
Aluminium base is fixed to the frame, the aluminium insert locks in 
the greenhouse film or textile.Tek screws are also available

Hog ring pliers & staples
Used to clip plastic nettings, wire mesh and other textiles to wire 
fences or cables. Galvanised ring approximately 6mm diameter.
Stainless steel hog rings available on request.

Cable ties
Size - 4.8mm x 300mm
Sold in packs of 100
Colour - Black, Nylon
Ideal for securing scaffold netting, safety fence or other temporary 
applications.

Holdon Clips & Bungee ties
Midi Clip - 4/pk, each (bulk) - white or black
Mini Clip - 4/pk, each (bulk) - white or black
Reusable clip “The heavier the load, the tighter the grip”
Ideal for securing plastic films, canvas, nettings, shadecloth & wind-
break. 


